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Key Takeaways
Microsoft, IBM, Jive, And Salesforce Lead The 
Pack
Forrester’s research uncovered a market in which 
Microsoft, IBM, Jive, and Salesforce lead the pack.

Platforms Are Valuable In More Directed And 
Productive Use Cases
Collaboration platforms that support lead 
applications, targeted group messaging, project 
management tools, external communities, or 
just finding expertise in an organization offer the 
winning formula for many.

Collaboration Analytics And Team Messaging 
Alter Vendor Road Maps
Analytics-driven collaboration to locate expertise, 
cut through clutter, and give personal assistance 
is a top vendor focus. Team-messaging support 
closely follows.

Why Read This Report
AD&D pros looking to update their technology 
to meet new business demands often ask 
us about enterprise collaboration. Innovative 
capabilities for group messaging, document 
collaboration, and analytics for recommendations 
and productivity continue to emerge. To assist 
clients making enterprise collaboration decisions, 
Forrester evaluated nine leading vendors. 
Enterprise collaboration platforms will continue to 
bring better customer experiences, evolve toward 
broader communication needs, and integrate 
more tightly with other business applications.
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Collaboration Is An Essential Part Of The Employee Experience

Enterprise collaboration technologies are an important part of enabling the digital business. They allow 
businesses to share information, locate experts, coordinate projects, discuss best practices, and build 
communities within and across the enterprise. Forward-thinking AD&D professionals use collaboration 
strategies and tools to drive deeper customer insight and support seamless interactions across the 
enterprise. This has become a critical part of firms’ business technology (BT) agenda, which uses 
technology to win, serve, and retain customers: Enterprise collaboration tools act as the “connective 
tissue” of a customer-focused enterprise.

But a diverse, rapidly changing, and fragmented market leaves AD&D professionals managing 
numerous solutions. Document management, work management, synchronous collaboration, and 
emerging team messaging result in a range of competing and often overlapping value propositions. 
This evaluation targets the platforms that are often installed to meet enterprisewide, asynchronous 
knowledge-sharing requirements (see Figure 1). Forrester plans to cover specific issues related to the 
real-time communications market in 2017.

FIGURE 1 Enterprise Collaboration Providers Compete In Several Converging Markets
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Enterprise Collaboration Vendors Fight To Maintain Relevance

Collaboration features are now part of almost any modern application. Email and calendar functions, 
still the basis of most communication, are now enterprisewide and managed as shared infrastructure. 
The case for enterprise collaboration platforms, however, is less certain. In particular, we see an 
environment in which:

 › Enterprises increasingly adopt collaboration in a decentralized manner. The decentralization 
of collaboration is changing the landscape. Employees, customers, and partners adopt chatroom 
aggregators like Slack and WeChat independently of collaboration initiatives. Major cloud platforms 
(Google) and packaged application vendors (SAP) have collaboration services. Employees use 
document collaboration solutions like Box and Dropbox or work management collaboration 
tools like Wrike, regardless of enterprise direction. Microsoft, the leader in terms of market 
share, believes that users will independently select collaboration tools, such as content, voice, 
conference, and team collaboration, based on their preferences and the application’s context.

 › Advanced analytics bypass enterprise collaboration platforms — at least initially. Major 
players are injecting their top analytics capabilities into newer team collaboration developments. 
IBM will first unleash Watson within Project Toscana, while Connections will follow. Microsoft will 
target Office Graph’s analytics at the team-oriented collaboration of Office 365 Groups; Yammer 
will benefit when the two are integrated. In this shifting market, enterprise collaboration vendors are 
in a strategic bind: The further and faster they move into the red-hot team-messaging market, the 
more they risk disrupting their own platform capabilities.

Slack And Facebook Are Formidable New Challengers But Face Enterprise Hurdles

Even as enterprises struggle to understand the existing landscape, new competitors are entering the 
enterprise collaboration market. Slack is one example: Hundreds of thousands of Slack teams make 
it a formidable new competitor. Facebook is targeting a sliver of the $2.9 trillion enterprise software 
spend and sees enterprise collaboration as a terrific starting point. And it’s in a strong position: By 
2020, 50% of global workers will be Millennials, and they honed their interaction habits in Facebook.1 
AD&D pros looking at the future enterprise collaboration market should:

 › Stay tuned for Slack’s enterprise version. Large enterprises may already have hundreds of teams 
that have adopted Slack virally, and Slack’s enterprise version will connect these teams 
administratively. Slack is currently targeting early 2017 for general availability of its enterprise product, 
and its interest in the enterprise has been clear: It has extended its reach into the enterprise via 
Salesforce integration and an IBM partnership that allows the developer community to use Watson 
APIs. New capabilities, such as bots for personal assistance, Amogees for tagging, an offline mode, 
and external public channels, will make Slack a prominent competitor within 12 months.
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 › Expect early difficulties for Facebook but latent success. Facebook has never been a place 
for getting work done. To succeed, Workplace by Facebook must break this tradition and get 
enterprises — many of which are more accustomed to turning Facebook off — to look to it for 
enterprise-level collaboration capabilities. In the short term, however, feature gaps will be the 
challenge. Collaboration vendors have spent years hardening features for expertise routing, 
recommendations, administrative ease, task management, and external communities, to name a 
few. Like the rest of the players in this market, Workplace will need to become more of an extended 
capability for other applications and less of a destination.

 › Recognize that enterprise requirements will be an issue for both. Developing enterprise 
capabilities won’t be easy for either vendor. Slack starts from a stronger enterprise base but 
will need extensions. Facebook was built to share information as easily as possible. But mature 
collaboration platforms have extensive security, monitoring for malicious content, integration 
with security profiles, and role-based access control, while some use digital signatures for 
authentication. While sharing information is the goal of enterprise collaboration platforms, they 
have also evolved to meet stringent enterprise security requirements.

Enterprise Collaboration Needs Integration, Analytics, And Messaging

Three advances will push enterprise collaboration vendors to live up to their potential: 1) better 
integration with employees’ most used systems; 2) team messaging to compete at an enterprise level 
with messaging startups; and 3) analytics to locate expertise, provide recommendations, and offer 
personal assistance.

Integration Focused On Specific Use Cases Will Pave The Way For Broader Adoption

In the past, vendors sold enterprise collaboration tools by promising improved internal communications 
and the stamping out of rogue purchases, but this approach is falling out of favor.2 Enterprises 
increasingly use collaboration tools for more focused business uses and as integrated parts of 
business ecosystems. This has caused providers to:

 › Shift to collaboration for specific business processes. “Lead applications” for customer 
support, marketing, or IT service management are the new target. The key, according to a senior 
architect at Humana, is embedding the social stream in the application: “With our [enterprise 
collaboration] platform, group conversations are threaded using hashtags directly into over 500 
team sites and line-of-business apps. Valuable information in an actionable context results.”

 › Emphasize intranet replacement. Enterprises are replacing tired intranets to better engage 
employees. Rather than the one-way conversation that intranets enable, why not have a two-way 
conversation to give employees a voice? Providers have seen the opportunity, and several have 
packaged templates to take advantage.
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 › Expand external customer and partner networks. The enterprise has become a set of 
connected communities that deliver an integrated set of products and services. Collaboration 
sites with ideas, reviews, and a variety of user-generated content within a private community for 
partners, customers, or on-demand workers are catching on.3 Providers have stepped up their 
game for community support in response.

Team Messaging Enables A New Way Of Working

Millennials will invent their own work patterns. Want evidence? Just look at the viral adoption of 
messaging apps like IRC, Slack, Telegram, Viber, WeChat, and WhatsApp. As a result of these new 
players, team messaging that supports a future of real-time work is on platform vendors’ road maps. 
Vendors hope to:

 › Deliver alternatives to team-messaging startups. These newer messaging apps are simple and 
fun to use, thanks to their low cost, appealing user interfaces, and support for home/life integration, 
on-demand (i.e, Netflix-like) work experiences, and integration with social media. The majority of 
platform vendors have or will develop team-messaging alternatives, while others see integration 
with third-party solutions as the correct option.

 › Reduce security angst for enterprises. A European pharmaceutical firm wanted a community for 
its supply partners. While its sales team preferred WhatsApp, the vendor required release rights to 
the data, which was unacceptable to the pharma firm. Vendors like Jive (with Chime) and IBM seek 
to replicate these lighter solutions by offering controlled and secure team-messaging alternatives.

Analytics Has Become The New Battleground

The heated conversation around artificial intelligence has not escaped the notice of collaboration 
platform vendors. The targets? Locating expertise to help employees solve a problem; providing 
recommendation engines; and offering personal assistance.4 Analytics has the potential to lift 
enterprise collaboration from “nice to have” to “must have.” Vendors recognize this and hope to:

 › Help companies locate experts and relevant content. Fewer workers, complex exceptions, and 
specialization make it critical to be able to find expertise in diverse locations easily. A consulting 
firm with more than 200,000 employees uses enterprise collaboration with its internal Spark 
network to find the right information globally on demand, such as the expert on tax laws in Sri 
Lanka. The goal is to locate experts and expertise using limited configuration, rather than having 
to enter roles and skills into a structured organizational model.5 Analytics helps organizations mine 
activity streams to build maps, links, and automatic connections to subject matter experts.

 › Incorporate analytics to reduce clutter and provide personal assistance. AI and related 
cognitive advances like machine learning and neural networks are about to go mainstream. 
Collaboration is a great fit for AI because of its promise to streamline collaboration, reduce 
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unnecessary clutter, and proactively find solutions to common employee problems. For example, 
while recommendation engines used to merely suggest followers, they can now help you prioritize 
emails, suggest actions, and review your calendar for conflicts.

Enterprise Collaboration Evaluation Overview

To assess the state of the enterprise collaboration market and see how the vendors stack up against 
each other, Forrester evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of the top enterprise collaboration 
vendors. After examining past research, user need assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, we 
developed a comprehensive set of evaluation criteria. We evaluated vendors against 34 criteria, which 
we grouped into three high-level buckets:

 › Current offering. Forrester reviewed core functionality; home page templates; collaboration 
analytics; team messaging; task and event monitoring; communities and application integration; 
synchronous communication; and deployment, including administration and security.

 › Strategy. We reviewed the vendors’ vision, innovation approach, planned enhancements, as well 
as partnership approaches, corporate strategy, target markets, and costs.

 › Market presence. We looked at the installed base of customers, revenue growth, services, number 
of employees, and technology partners. We estimated numbers where vendors would not disclose 
actual figures.

Evaluated Vendors And Inclusion Criteria

The enterprise collaboration landscape includes enterprise-level, full corporate solutions that can 
potentially support the requirements of a collaboration “shared service” or enterprisewide collaboration 
utility. Forrester included nine vendors in the assessment (see Figure 2). For inclusion in this evaluation, 
enterprise collaboration vendors must:

 › Have software that’s commercially available for on-premises or cloud deployment. The 
vendor must actively market and promote its enterprise collaboration product to support cloud and 
on-premises versions.

 › Offer a strong breadth of functionality with solid platform integration. Vendors must support 
a broad range of use cases and enterprise collaboration functions. These include internal and 
external communities, document collaboration, collaboration analytics, group and team messing, 
real-time communication support, rich media, home page and profile management, ideation, 
central administration, and user personalization. These capabilities need to be well integrated and 
use a cohesive platform for support and administration.
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 › Market actively in at least two major regions. The primary regions are North America, EMEA, Asia 
Pacific, and Latin America.6 Each vendor must have existing clients in at least two regions and either 
a direct sales presence or partners that are actively distributing and implementing its solution.

 › Meet the minimum revenue requirements. Enterprise collaboration vendors must derive $10 
million in total software revenue from their collaboration product either from software-as-a-service 
(SaaS) or on-premises installations.

 › Have significant market share and/or be innovators with new collaboration functions. We 
asked each vendor to supply five references, representing diverse industries, company sizes, and 
geographies, which have had its enterprise collaboration software in production for at least a year. 
We also included emerging companies that provide innovative approaches to the market but have 
a smaller market penetration.

 › Generate strong customer interest. Through Forrester inquiries, consulting engagements, media 
requests, and ongoing conversations with players in the market, we developed an understanding of 
the demand for the vendors and solutions included in this evaluation.
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FIGURE 2 Evaluated Vendors: Product Information And Selection Criteria

Vendor
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IBM Connections
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Salesforce Chatter

SAP Jam

Sitrion One

TIBCO tibbr

VMware Socialcast

Vendors offer a range of enterprise collaboration capabilities. Participating vendors were required to have 
most or all of the following: profiles; user home page; activity streams; internal and external 
community/group capabilities; team messaging; document collaboration; tagging; discussion threads, 
blogs, and wikis; and integration or ownership of software-based synchronous capabilities, such as 
webconferencing. This is a broad array of capabilities that represents a fairly level field for comparison.

Vendors provided five references of customers in production. As vendors enter this crowded market on a 
regular basis, Forrester requires vendors to demonstrate a basic level of market presence and staying 
power.

Vendors receive frequent consideration from clients looking at their enterprise collaboration strategy. To 
evaluate a manageable number of vendors, Forrester queried its internal customer relationship 
management system and solicited feedback from appropriate analysts to help determine which vendors 
were most relevant to Forrester’s clients.

Vendors’ revenues from enterprise collaboration exceed $10 million annually.

Vendor inclusion criteria

Vendor Profiles

This evaluation of the enterprise collaboration market is intended to be a starting point only. We 
encourage clients to view detailed product evaluations and adapt the criteria weightings to fit their 
individual needs through the Forrester Wave™ Excel-based vendor comparison tool (see Figure 3).
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Because many clients have made strategic investments in complete enterprise collaboration platforms, 
Forrester has included a broad list of capabilities. As a result, you should use the custom features of 
our Forrester Wave model to focus on your specific use case — such as team messaging, document 
collaboration, or external communities — if your goal isn’t complete enterprise coverage.

FIGURE 3 Forrester Wave™: Enterprise Collaboration, Q4 ’16
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FIGURE 3 Forrester Wave™: Enterprise Collaboration, Q4 ’16 (Cont.)
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Leaders Present A Well-Balanced Set Of Enterprise Collaboration Capabilities

The Leaders in this evaluation are particularly well balanced across all use cases, have a strong market 
presence, and offer excellent strategies to meet emerging enterprise collaboration needs.
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 › Microsoft bets on employee choice and portfolio breadth. Microsoft’s strategy starts with this 
premise: No single collaboration app can meet all of today’s employee needs. This has led it to 
offer a loosely coupled set of collaboration tools. For example, heavy Outlook users in teams of 
less than 100 will use groups in Outlook; document-centric collaboration remains in SharePoint 
team sites; Yammer suits relatively unstructured enterprisewide communication; while real-time 
communication takes place in Skype for Business.

Yammer is a core component of the Office 365 suite and the choice for connecting across 
organizations and for broad enterprise collaboration functions, but collaboration will increasingly 
take place in applications integrated with Office 365 Groups, with conversations, files, calendars, 
and notes as basic functions. Office 365 Groups sit at the center of Microsoft’s vision: Group 
members become objects in Azure Active Directory, where administration and connectors to other 
services are strongest. Microsoft excelled across all the categories we evaluated except templates, 
communities, and application integration. Near-term investments will aid further integration with 
Office 365. Today, Yammer sends signals to Microsoft Graph and uses Graph to recommend 
groups and people to follow. Microsoft plans to add signals like conversations and files in the 
future. Delve incorporates links shared in Yammer for greater discovery across Office 365 and will 
soon enable inline conversations so that colleagues can share and discuss any content in Yammer 
directly from within the Delve experience.

 › IBM Connections taps IBM’s portfolio assets to extend its value. IBM has the best opportunity 
in the field to use analytics for personal assistance, to locate expertise, to eliminate noise and 
clutter, and to prioritize work. Integrating IBM’s Watson capabilities is on the road map, but they 
have not been integrated into Connections. However, IBM’s Watson Workspace (formerly Project 
Toscana) and OrientMe capabilities will add cognitive computing into IBM’s social offerings. 
Expertise search via bots, personal assistance, file and video sharing, and citizen development will 
be baseline features in Watson Workspace and Watson Work Services.

Connections remains a leading solution for broad, secure enterprise collaboration, with strong 
integration to core systems and across IBM products. Enhancements include improved context-
sensitive search, stronger community metrics, mobile features, a Cisco partnership (WebEx/Spark 
integration), and improved plumbing to support third-party cloud apps like Box. Overall, this release 
shows greater parity between Connections’ cloud and on-premises versions, and it excelled at 
deployment, administration, and security.

 › Jive connects people, information, and systems in an enterprise collaboration hub. Jive 
envisions a digital workplace that connects employees, customers, and partners in a single 
collaboration hub to bring people, ideas, processes, work streams, devices, and applications 
together. But this is a shift from 2014: Jive has evolved from a destination to a hub or coordination 
fabric for access to corporate knowledge. Major companies, such as Ford, PwC, RBC, and 
ScanDisk, continue to support Jive’s mission and product.
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Jive’s core functionality is as solid as any platform in the field, while administration is a strength. 
For example, GoDaddy’s 5,000 distributed employees refer to Jive as its headquarters. 
Administrators maintain the enterprise collaboration platform with one-third of a full-time 
equivalent. Jive continues to innovate across its six core capability pillars: analytics, search, 
personalization, mobile, extensibility, and UX. Jive’s recent 2016 product release improved 
analytics; although it isn’t as advanced as other analytics offerings, it is practical and integrates 
into today’s platform. Jive is also ahead of the pack in template development, such as for replacing 
tired intranets. Its move to a modern cloud architecture will be a plus; it also requires a more 
complete team-messaging app that fully integrates into Jive’s portfolio.

 › Salesforce shows strength in CRM integration, scale, and mobile. Today, 250,000 organizations 
worldwide work with Chatter, which is still the primary tool for Salesforce collaboration. But 
communities are gaining traction — 9,300 have been activated, with more than 50% of those taking 
place in the past two years — and are central to Salesforce’s mission: connecting customers, 
employees, and partners to get work done.7 To help, the vendor has improved the community 
management of external feeds, content sharing, and engagement, and a full one-third of logins 
take place via mobile today.

The top use cases for communities include eCommerce, HR and intranet replacement, service 
and self-service portals, franchise management, and support for sales agents. Lightning Bolt 
Solutions, new to this release, includes templates for self-service, such as HR and agent/broker, 
and is an extension of its Lightning Configuration, with familiar drag-and-drop support. So far, 
900 customers have deployed Lightning Bolt’s self-service templates. Salesforce is expanding its 
partner ecosystem with systems integrators like Deloitte and PwC. Salesforce provides a Yelp-
like experience, with star ratings based on standard collaboration metrics like views and likes. 
Clients can use Community Cloud Einstein to recommend experts, topics, or top questions with 
collaborative filtering and machine learning support. Automated service escalation can create a 
case in Service Cloud if customers need immediate attention.

Strong Performers Offer Extensive Capabilities With A Bit More Focus

Strong Performers offer great alternatives with more depth in specific areas, such as integration with 
SharePoint, interactive use cases, or integration with packaged applications.

 › Atlassian Confluence, HipChat, and JIRA cover today’s task management needs. Confluence 
began life as a wiki designed for tech management professionals, but today’s primary use cases 
are replacing intranets, integrating with JIRA service desk, team documentation, and project 
collaboration hubs. Primary customer drivers include creating and sharing documents, versioning, 
storage, and JIRA integration. HipChat leads team collaboration for the enterprise and has seen 
strong growth since its introduction in 2015.
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Three aspects cause Atlassian to stand out: 1) HipChat, based on easily created rooms, is a 
legitimate competitor to Slack, with screen sharing, video, and real-time team messaging; 2) the 
vendor is approaching $200 million in Marketplace revenue, with 2,000 add-on applications; and 
3) it offers workgroup collaboration that can coordinate with JIRA’s issue-tracking application.8 
When tasks created in Confluence become too complex, they can move to JIRA for more 
advanced management. Overall, Atlassian offers a comprehensive and forward-looking enterprise 
collaboration stack and is always interacting with customers to identify improvements.

 › SAP Jam Collaboration remains a strong choice for its vast installed base. SAP has targeted a 
major trend in enterprise collaboration by emphasizing business-relevant collaboration, and its 
customers clearly appreciate this. SAP Jam Collaboration, a cloud-only product, now boasts 34 
million users across 1,000 customers — not bad for a product released in 2012.9 SAP Jam has strong 
use cases for sales, service, marketing, and HR applications: SuccessFactors, for example, links 
employee information to profile and home page data, and collaboration around goal and performance 
management has potential. SAP and its customers would benefit from stronger out-of-the-box report 
templates and crowdsourcing for ideation. And SAP needs to expand its template functions to 
replace companywide intranets; it also risks falling behind in enterprise collaboration analytics.

 › VMware Socialcast is a platform-neutral solution with solid security. VMware’s end user 
segment, roughly one-third of the company’s revenue, includes four parts: apps and desktop (VDI); 
identity and security; endpoint management; and collaboration. The collaboration unit includes 
VMware Content Locker for document collaboration and productivity apps as well as Socialcast for 
enterprise collaboration. VMware continues to extend its offering to act as the social layer for others, 
including Salesforce and Jira. Socialcast is a good choice when coupled with VMware’s broader 
portfolio and end user strategy, but its main advantage is its simple user experience, flexible use 
cases, strong security, and administrative tools. It excels for enterprises that want to provide 
employees with a social collaborative experience without compromising corporate data security.

VMware recently released real-time persistent chat that supports threaded conversations, chat 
message editing, and bookmarks, while VMware Content Locker was a Leader in Forrester’s 
evaluation of enterprise file sync and share solution vendors.10 Road map items include expanding 
integration points and further aligning with VMware’s portfolio, such as vAssist and vApproveSmart. 
These will advance the product, but VMware needs to push more strongly on templated solutions, 
analytics, communities, and application integration.

 › TIBCO uses tibbr to extend its middleware roots and drive visible business value. As the 
enterprise collaboration layer, tibbr remains important to TIBCO Software’s strategy: Maintain a 
vendor-neutral market position and offer a platform to create vibrant workspaces, with detailed 
yet simple capabilities for cross-posting, filtering, and finding new content. Mobile support, which 
includes an SDK and widgets to embed in other mobile apps, as well as task management stand 
out.11 Deployment flexibility is also a plus: Microsoft, Salesforce, and tibbr are the only FedRAMP-
certified enterprise collaboration cloud offerings. Analytics are strong across the portfolio, but 
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direct support of enterprise collaboration is average for the field: Following subjects or experts 
requires explicit tagging rather than implicit routing, for example. Overall, tibbr is a solid platform, 
particularly for security and administration, but it needs a strategy for team messaging and 
synchronous collaboration. Although it integrates tightly with more than 30 industry apps, tibbr is 
most effective when aligned with TIBCO Software’s middleware.

Contenders Offer Price And Services Alternatives

This Contender is a good fit for SharePoint-oriented enterprises looking to solve collaboration problems.

 › Sitrion extends beyond the Microsoft ecosystem to legacy apps and mobile. Sitrion — 
formerly NewsGator Technologies, which was known for its RSS feeds — adds value to and 
runs natively on Microsoft SharePoint. But since our last review, Microsoft’s growing share of the 
enterprise collaboration market has led to broader positioning for Sitrion: It can now fill integration 
gaps with back-end systems as well as provide lightweight process development, real-time 
information, and advanced mobile solutions within a social business framework. Socially adept 
middleware, Sitrion still fills gaps in SharePoint but also helps integrate SharePoint and Office 365, 
Salesforce, and others. Its new release, Town Hall Meeting, provides a live discussion driven by an 
expert. Users can easily configure schedules, questions, shared content, and start and end times 
and report on the effectiveness of the meeting. Areas for improvement include analytics, templates 
to replace intranets and support domain use cases, and synchronous and team collaboration.
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Supplemental Material

Online Resource

The online version of Figure 3 is an Excel-based vendor comparison tool that provides detailed product 
evaluations and customizable rankings.

Data Sources Used In This Forrester Wave

Forrester used a combination of three data sources to assess the strengths and weaknesses of each 
solution. We evaluated the vendors participating in this Forrester Wave, in part, using materials that 
they provided to us by September 2016.

 › Vendor surveys. Forrester surveyed vendors on their capabilities as they relate to the evaluation 
criteria. Once we analyzed the completed vendor surveys, we conducted vendor calls where 
necessary to gather details of vendor qualifications.

https://go.forrester.com/apps/
http://forr.com/1einFan
http://www.forrester.com/Analyst-Advisory/-/E-MPL172
https://www.forrester.com/events?N=10006+5025
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 › Product demos. We asked vendors to conduct demonstrations of their product’s functionality. We 
used findings from these product demos to validate details of each vendor’s product capabilities.

 › Customer reference calls. To validate product and vendor qualifications, Forrester also conducted 
reference calls with several of each vendor’s current customers.

The Forrester Wave Methodology

We conduct primary research to develop a list of vendors that meet our criteria to be evaluated in this 
market. From that initial pool of vendors, we then narrow our final list. We choose these vendors based 
on: 1) product fit; 2) customer success; and 3) Forrester client demand. We eliminate vendors that have 
limited customer references and products that don’t fit the scope of our evaluation.

After examining past research, user need assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, we develop 
the initial evaluation criteria. To evaluate the vendors and their products against our set of criteria, 
we gather details of product qualifications through a combination of lab evaluations, questionnaires, 
demos, and/or discussions with client references. We send evaluations to the vendors for their review, 
and we adjust the evaluations to provide the most accurate view of vendor offerings and strategies.

We set default weightings to reflect our analysis of the needs of large user companies — and/or 
other scenarios as outlined in the Forrester Wave evaluation — and then score the vendors based 
on a clearly defined scale. We intend these default weightings to serve only as a starting point and 
encourage readers to adapt the weightings to fit their individual needs through the Excel-based tool. 
The final scores generate the graphical depiction of the market based on current offering, strategy, and 
market presence. Forrester intends to update vendor evaluations regularly as product capabilities and 
vendor strategies evolve. For more information on the methodology that every Forrester Wave follows, 
go to http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/forrester-wave-methodology.html.

Integrity Policy

We conduct all our research, including Forrester Wave evaluations, in accordance with our Integrity 
Policy. For more information, go to http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/integrity-policy.html.
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Endnotes
1 Source: “Millennials at work: Reshaping the workplace,” PwC, 2011 (https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/managing-

tomorrows-people/future-of-work/assets/reshaping-the-workplace.pdf).

2 For example, 80% of Jive’s net new deals are about internal communications, but Jive sees this trend changing. 
Source: Briefing by Jive executives to Forrester.

3 Enterprise collaboration can help connect part-time workers, a growing trend in the workforce. Is an Uber driver a 
member of the workforce? Not under traditional definitions. Enterprise collaboration can help organize the freelance 
workforce, soon to be swamped with Millennials.

4 The success of any collaboration platform depends, in part, on the ability of the system to enable employees with 
a problem to connect with employees who can solve that specific problem. But so far, collaboration platforms have 
struggled to deliver on expectations because they exist inside a collaboration paradox — employees typically need 
to invest their own time to gain the benefit of the tool, but they are reluctant to invest the time without an immediate 
benefit. For a review of five vendors making strides in the right direction, see the Forrester report “Resolving The 
Collaboration Paradox.”

5 Explicit configuration for skills has been used in workflow and BPM solutions for over a decade. While this is OK for 
routing and balancing work in production processes, it falls short for rapidly changing and unstructured collaboration 
use cases.

6 EMEA: Europe, Middle East, and Africa.

7 Salesforce provided its customer numbers during the product review period.

8 Atlassian provided its marketplace revenue and add-on partner products during the product review period.

9 SAP provided its customer numbers during the product review period.

10 In our 37-criteria evaluation of enterprise file sync and share providers with hybrid or on-premises deployment options, 
we identified the 10 most significant — Accellion, Acronis, BlackBerry, Citrix, Egnyte, IBM, Microsoft, Syncplicity, 
Varonis, and VMware — and researched, analyzed, and scored them. See the Forrester report “The Forrester Wave™: 
Enterprise File Sync And Share Platforms, Hybrid Solutions, Q2 2016.”

11 SDK: software development kit.

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES119837
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES119837
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES131221
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES131221
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